Introduction
This paper is devoted to one of the principal theorems of the apparatus of external theory -Lyusternik's theorem. Let us make clear at once that in stres sing the fundamental role of Lyusternik's theorem in extremal theory we have in mind not the theorem on the tangent manifold to the set of zeros of a differentiable operator, which Lyusternik obtained in 1934 [1] , but a certain more general version of this theorem, which is related to it by its method of proof. We cite it below in two equivalent forms: as a theorem on covering and as a theorem on an estimate of distance; also we recall the statement of the theorem on the tangent manifold. We start with the latter [ 1 ] , [2] . 0 The condition g'(x 0 ) X-Y plays a fundamental role in this theorem. We shall call it the Lyusternik condition on g at x 0 .
Let g be an operator that maps a Banach space X to a Banach space Y and is continuously Frechet differentiable at a point x
It turns out that under these hypotheses ong and .x; 0 the following assertion is true: there are a constant a>0 and a neighbourhood U ofx 0 such that g (B p (x) ) D B ap (g(x) ) for any ball B p (x) C U. This is the covering theorem. We call the relevant property an a-covering by g on U.
It is easy to check that an a-covering by g on a neighbourhood of x 0 is equivalent to the following distance estimate:
for all x in some neighbourhood of x 0 and ally in some neighbourhood of zero in Y.
Thus, the hypotheses of the theorem on the tangent manifold turn out to be sufficient to entail this distance estimate. This is the theorem on the distance estimate.
These two equivalent formulations: the covering theorem and the theorem on the distance estimate, are fundamental in extremal theory. The theorem on the tangent manifold follows easily from the distance estimate theorem, but is not equivalent to it. So why, nevertheless, do we call the theorem on the distance estimate, which is equivalent to the covering theorem, Lyusternik's theorem?
The fact is that Lyusternik, in proving his theorem on the tangent manifold, proposed a certain iterative process which is the decisive link in the proof of these two equivalent theorems. 1 Furthermore, one can prove any of these standard modifications starting from Lyusternik's proof. In essence the whole history of the generalizations of Lyusternik's theorem reduces to finding new formulations from the standard process of proof. In this sense we may say that the publication of Lyusternik's theorem was of exceptional significance.
Like the first version of Lyusternik's theorem, so also the later versions arose mainly from the needs of extremal theory; and subsequently they were used as in instrument in this theory. 2 This also explains the point of view from which we consider Lyusternik's theorem in the present paper.
With the complications of the problems studied in extremal theory Lyusternik's theorem underwent significant variations in its formulation, and up to the present day there have been many different versions of it. However, so far there is no theorem in the literature from which all the others follow. The problem of finding a general theorem seemed urgent to us for two reasons.
We also mention that an estimate for the distance from a point x near x 0 to the zero-level of the operator was actually obtained by Lyusternik in his proof of the theorem on the tangent manifold; this, apparently, explains the fact that this estimate was known to specialists long before its statement and formal proofs appeared in the literature. 2 It appears to us that Lyusternik's theorem is a much more powerful instrument of investigation in extremal theory than, say, Brouwer's fixed point theorem or the other topological theorems that were applied in the first papers on optimal control to obtain a maximum principle in the simplest classes of problems.
Firstly, Lyusternik's theorem is often suitable to be applied in diverse situations that arise in extremal theory, therefore, it is convenient to have one general theorem in place of many versions. Secondly, there is independent interest in the question of the furthest limits of the method proposed by Lyusternik. In Chapter I we present a version of the general theorem that comprises all the known formulations of Lyusternik's theorem. It is stated and proved in § 1, and its proof is founded on the same iterative process as was used by Lyusternik. Here it is helpful to survey other standard modifications of Lyusternik's theorem. Next, in §2 we list a number of typical applications of the theorems of § 1. In § 3 we present a certain abstract variational scheme based on the general theorem. We go briefly into the reasons for the appear ance of this scheme.
In the theory of extrema we can distinguish two ways of obtaining necessary conditions under which Lyusternik's theorem can be used in the relevant form. The first consists in searching for approximations of the functional and of each of the constraints individually, when conditions for an extremum are derived as a fact of the correlation of the approximations. Lyusternik's theorem is used here in the form of the theorem on the distance estimate (in particular, of the theorem on the tangent manifold), as a basis for 'confidence' in the corres ponding approximation of the operator equation.
For example, in the problem f{x) min, g(x) = 0, where/: X-* R, g: X -> Y are continuously Frechet differentiable at the point x 0 Gg" 1 (0) and g satisfies the Lyusternik condition at this point, the first way of obtaining the Lagrange multiplier rules is as follows. By Lyusternik's theorem one establishes that x 0 + kerg'(x 0 ) is the tangent manifold tog" 1 (0) at x 0 and hence deduces that if x 0 is an extremal point, then/'(x 0 ) vanishes on kerg'(x 0 ). Since g'(x 0 ) is surjective, it follows that there exists ay* GY* such that/'(x 0 ) + y*g'(x 0 ) = 0 (this is precisely how Lyusternik argued in [ 1 ] and how he proved his theorem).
The second way of obtaining conditions for an extremum is characterized by the refusal to consider approximations to the functional and each of the con straints individually. Among the methods forming this second way we distinguish the one of greatest interest from our point of view. It consists of regarding all the functionals and operators of the problem as a single system to which the corresponding covering criterion is applied. 1 By convention we call this method 'simultaneous covering' and illustrate it by the problem already considered, preserving its hypotheses.
This method goes back to Graves and is based on his theorem [3] which is a weakened version of the covering theorem. Graves' theorem states: if an operator is continuously Frechet differentiable at a point x 0 and satisfies the Lyusternik condition there, then the image of each neighbourhood of x 0 contains a neighbourhood of the image of the point. We call this property covering at a point.
1
To the second way we must also refer the method based on using the 'fine' functions and Ekeland's principle (for more details on this, see §6).
With the problem/(x) ->• min, g(x) = 0 we associate the operator &(x) = (f(x), g(x)
) mapping X to R X Y. The general principle consists in this: that if x 0 is a local minimum for this problem, then cannot cover there. Hence, it follows from Graves' theorem that the Lyusternik condition for<£ cannot hold at x 0 if there is a local minimum at
+ y*g'(x 0 ) = 0. We arrive again at the Lagrange multiplier rule, this time using the covering theorem.
Here we should like to emphasize two circumstances. Firstly, as follows from what we said above, every sufficient criterion for covering at a point is a source of obtaining necessary conditions for an extremum. Secondly, if we attempt to apply this method to a problem with constraints both of equality and of inequality type, then inevitably we need to consider the property of covering on a cone and also to have the corresponding theorem for covering on a cone.
When we compare the two paths of deriving necessary conditions for an extremum, it turns out that the theory of extrema progresses much further along the first path. Namely, the theory with first order conditions is altogether complete and a theory for higher order conditions can be constructed, and in the latter Lyusternik's theorem is used in its full strength. The second path succeeds in coping with a weaker version of Lyusternik's theorem (criteria for covering at a point) and has in its scope, on the whole, only conditions of the first order, but, on the other hand, it appears more fruitful when used in the case of the so-called conical variational classes.
Conical variations have come into fashion again thanks to the work of the school of Yakubovich [ 13 ] - [ 14] . To him, in particular, are due the needle variations by means of which Pontryagin's maximum principle was first proved. In the case of needle variations, additional parameters of variation are wide needles, and since they are non-negative, the operator corresponding to the restraints of the equation turns out to be defined on a cone.
In view of what we have said above, it is interesting to extend the first way of considering extrema to the case of conical variations. In §3 we give an account of the fundamental scheme of such an extension and find that it turns out to be useful in optimal control both for further progress in the theory of the maximum principle and for obtaining conditions of higher order. Now we give a general description of the results in each of the two chapters of this article. Lyusternik's theorem can be extended from two points of view. On the one hand, it is clear that covering by the derived operator can be treated as a certain weakened covering condition for the operator, and we can aim to extend this line: from an incomplete covering to a complete one. Here we do not seek a covering criterion, but establish the equivalence of covering with a certain formally weaker property of covering character. This is the way that is analysed in the first chapter. It succeeds in going quite far: it neglects the linear structure, the metric, and even the topology of the space X and correspondingly the smoothness requirements on the operator are retained only as a certain minimal property. The significance of the criteria obtained in Chapter I is that they allow us in principle to deduce from covering by one class of operators (for example, linear) covering by another wider class of operators (for example, smooth). However, the reason for covering by the narrower class is not discussed here; we assume that it is so.
On the other hand, one can occupy oneself with generalization of the cover ing criterion itself. The second chapter is devoted to this line. In it the dual form of Lyusternik's condition is generalized, which states that for some a > 0 and any j/*G7* with \\y* \\= 1, the functionaly*g'(x 0 ): X ^ R is a-covering(that is, the image of the unit ball contains the a-neighbourhood of zero). Here, staying with normed spaces, we reduce the smoothness requirements substantially and obtain a covering criterion for Lipschitz operators.
At the end of each chapter we find room for a general variational scheme connected with the ideas of the chapter. As the variational scheme of the first chapter, as already mentioned, is based on the first way of studying extrema, so the variational scheme of the second chapter, conceived as a rule for Lagrange multipliers in the problem with Lipschitz operators and functionals, is based on the method of 'simultaneous covering' related to the second way.
CHAPTER I GENERALIZATIONS OF LYUSTERNIK'S THEOREM BASED ON THE LYUSTERNIK ITERATIVE PROCESS, AND THEIR APPLICATIONS § 1. Survey of the principal generalizations
The standard modifications in the literature of Lyusternik's theorem differ in their treatment of it. This is apparently one of the reasons why so far a general theorem has not been found. Here we give a survey of the principal versions of Lyusternik's theorem (old and new) as a result of which we propose to treat it as a covering theorem.
In the process of generalization the class of spaces and mappings to which Lyusternik's theorem is applicable has been widened. At present, Theorem 1.5 is the most general for continuous mappings of metric spaces. Although this theorem admits an extension both to a wider class of spaces and of mappings, it is of a rather technical character and does not affect the essence of the theorem; therefore, we state Theorem 1.5 within reasonable bounds of generality and propose it as fundamental. We now proceed with the survey.
Ioffe and Tikhomirov [4] 
for all x, x' G U. Then there are a neighbourhood U' C U ofx Q , a number L, and a mapping £ x(%) ofU' into X such that
and
The principal advantage of this theorem over the classical one 1 (which is easily derived from it) is that here we do not require the existence of the strong derivative P'(x 0 ); but if it exists, we may take T to be any operator near it.
This theorem, however, has two deficiencies: the distance estimate is given only on the basic levelP(x) = P(x 0 ) and not for all close levelsP(x) = P(x 0 ) + + 8y, and the constant L is not made explicit. Later, in [5 ] , Tikhomirov obtained a distance estimate for an arbitrary level close to the basic level.
Of a different character is the theorem due to Tsiskaridze [15] , which goes back to Graves [3] . We state it in terms convenient for our purposes. We denote the closed ball of radius p with centre at x by B p (x (x 0 ) under T + S contains the ballB cp ((T + S)x 0 ). The chief merit of this theorem is that we impose no linear structure on X (this is very important in extremal theory) and that we replace the covering condition on T by density in the image. However, like Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2 is not complete as stated: the covering property of P = T + S is established here only for a neighbourhood of the base point x 0 , therefore, we cannot deduce from Theorem 1.2 a distance estimate even for the basic levelP(x) = P(x 0 ), nor Theorem 1.1, nor even the classical Lyusternik theorem.
Milyutin proposed to calculate the covering constant of the resulting operator explicitly, and to consider the operator not in a neighbourhood of some point x 0 , but on the full system of closed balls that he introduced (see [8] , [ 12] ).
Let X be a complete metric space with metric d, and R + the set of nonnegative real numbers. DEFINITION 1.1. A set X C X X (R + \ f0>) is said to be a full sys tern (in the space X) if for every pair (x, p) G The following two differences between this theorem and those set out above, appear important to us. Firstly, the covering coefficient of the resulting operator P is given explicitly. Secondly,/* is shown to be covering wherever the hypo theses of the theorem are satisfied, and not on some more restricted set. Theorem 1.3 does not say formally anything about a distance estimate but one follows from the covering property. Moreover, Theorem 1.3 allows us to give various uniform distance estimates (see Theorems 2.3-2.5 below).
We claim that Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.3. For it follows immediately from the hypothesis that T covers on the full system 2 = 2(£/) with coefficient a = \/A(T), and that S = P -T is contracting on 2 with coefficient b, where b < a/2. By Theorem 1.3, P covers on 2 with coefficient c = a -b > 0. We put
Let U be a neighbourhood of x 0 and let s > 0 be such that B & {x)a U for all €: JJ. Since P is continuous at x 0 , there is a neighbourhood U' C U such that r(l) ^ e, for all £ €E U', hence, (£, r(£)) €E 2. In this case, clearly, as was to be shown. All the versions of Lyusternik's theorem set forth above were theorems in perturbation theory, that is, the resulting operator P in which we were interested had the form of a sum T + S, where T is covering and S a contracting perturbation. The following theorem, which was proposed by Osmolovskii,
1
We draw attention to the fact that the set Z(M) depends on the metric space X containing M, and so, if necessary, we write Sj^(A/)- Note that if a/2 < b < a, then X = 1 and P covers on 2. But if b < a/2, then X < 1 and X2 is, in general, smaller than 2.
An application of this theorem to the situation described in Theorem 1.3 leads to the mapping 4>(Xi, x 2 ) = T(xx) + S(x 2 ) for which Theorem 1.4 gives, in general, a weaker conclusion than Theorem 1.3. This happens because for a mapping <l > of such a form the covering and contracting properties hold, in fact, at any point (xx, x 2 ) and not just on the diagonal. However, there is no way of strengthening the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4 on these lines, since there are important examples in which these properties hold precisely on the diagonal (see below).
Thus, we see that there is no most general theorem among those listed. The appearance of Theorem 1.4 was the impulse that stimulated the interest of the authors to a search for a more general form of Lyusternik's theorem. It now was clear that it could not be a perturbation theorem in nature.
Dmitruk proposed the following theorem. 
What we have to show is that there exists an x G B p (x 0 ) for which P(x) = y. We look for x as the limit of a sequence We find it convenient to take the weak inequality, in contrast to the conventional definition.
{x n } which we now construct. We write r = (1 -b)p.
Since (x 0 , r) G (1 -6)2, by the hypotheses of the theorem there is an x! G B r (x 0 ) for which d(P(x x ), y) < br. Next we assume that for some n > 1 a point x n with the following properties has been constructed:
(1.1) z n ) < rfe"" 1 , we may assume inductively that the whole sequence lx n ) has been constructed. It is clear from (1.1) that it is a fundamental sequence, and then by the completeness of X and by (1.2) it converges to some x G B p (x 0 ). Since P is continuous on B p (x 0 ), we obtain from (1.3) that P(x) = y. This proves the theorem.
The construction of the sequence ix n~i in this proof is what we shall call the Lyusternik iterative process. This is precisely what we had in mind when we spoke of the common feature of the proofs of all the versions of Lyusternik's theorem considered in this paper. As it seems to us, Theorem 1.5 exhibits the essence of this process most clearly.
We mention in passing that from Theorem 1.5 (or Theorem 1.2) and Baire's category theorem we can deduce Banach's closed graph theorem. This fact indicates the affinity of the iterative processes in the theorems of Banach and Lyusternik.
In all the preceding theorems the operator P in which we are interested is the result of the 'interaction' of certain covering and certain contracting operators, which guarantees a priori only a 'spoiled' covering property of P. However, in Theorem 1.5 there is only one operator P, and nothing is said about the reason why its covering should be infringed a priori. Theorem 1.5 can serve as the basis of a further extension of Lyusternik's theorem to new classes of spaces and operators if the need arises (see, for example, Theorem 1.6).
We show that Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 follow from Theorem 1.5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. It is clear from the hypothesis that the operator P = T + S satisfies on 2 all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 with the constants a and b.
PROOF OFTHEOREM 1.4. We claim that the operator P(x) = ®(x, x) satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 with constants a and b on the full system 2' = X2. Let
We need to find anxG5 p (x 0 ) such thatd(P(x),y)<bp. Since (x 0 , p) G 2 and since $ is a-covering on 2 in the first argument, it follows that there is an x GB p (x 0 ) for which <£(x, x 0 ) = y. Since Sukhinin has remarked that in Theorem 1.5 we can dispense with the symmetry of the metric and then nothing changes. He proposed studying a 'quasimetric' space, which is a set X on which there is a function q{x lt x 2 ) taking values in R+ U{+oo } and satisfying only the triangle inequality
(The connection between q(x lf x 2 ) -0 andxj =x 2 is also relaxed.) Such a 'quasimetric' generates two structures naturally. One of them, which we call the direct structure, is given by balls of the form
and the other -the contra-structure -by the balls 1 
B p (x) = {x e X: q(x', x) < p}
A sequence x n G X is said to be directly fundamental if for every e > 0 we have d(x m , x n ) < 8 for sufficiently large m and n>m. A quasimetric space X is said to be directly complete if for any directly fundamental sequencex n GX there is a point 2 x GX to which it 'converges' in the contra-structure, in the sense that q(x n , x)-> 0.
Let X and Y be quasimetric spaces, X being directly complete.
DEFIN IT I ON 1.4. An operator P: X-*-Y is called directly closed if P(x)
= y for any directly fundamental sequence x n in X converging to x in the contra-structure for which P(x n ) converges to y in the contra-structure of Y.
A set 2 C X X (R + \ {0)) is called a full system if it satisfies Definition 1.1 with d replaced by q, with the order of the arguments x and x' preserved, and with the additional requirement that if (x, p)G2 and p' G (0, p), then ix, p')G2.
Keeping the definition of an 8-net in Y (also by changing d to q, preserving the order of the arguments .y and y') and stipulating that P(0) = 0, by analogy with Theorem 1.5 we obtain the following theorem for quasimetric spaces. (B p 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.5. It is remarkable that this theorem, at first glance abstract, has at once found an application in the theory of optimal control (see Theorem 3.1 below). Theorems 1.3-1.6 were obtained independently of Theorem 1.2, which does not follow from them (when T is continuous at x 0 , it follows from Theorem 1.5). The attempt to include Theorem 1.2 in its entirety led us to Theorem 1.7 below. We mention, however, that in applications so far we do not know of cases when we would need precisely this theorem (the more so its analogue for quasimetric spaces, which we do not cite).
Let X and Y be as in Theorem 1.5, 2 a full system onX, W a set in Y, and let P: X Y. For c > 0 we put
Suppose that P and a>b>0 are such that
((a -b)p) and r = (1 -b/a)p the image of the ballB r (x) is a br-net for B ar (Px). Then for any pair (x, p) G E(p(\ -b/a) (a + 2b)) we have P(B P (x))=>B (a -b)p (Px).
The proof is like that of Theorem 1.5 (which is obtained when W = Y). We claim that Theorem 1.2 follows from this.
Let P = T + S, z 0 =Px 0 , and 8 > 0 be such that a > b + s. It follows from the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 that 3p x > 0 such that for any p < pi and xGB p (x 0 ) for which Px GB Pi{a + 2b) (z 0 ) ) the set P (B p We require P to be closed rather than continuous under the influence of Theorem 1.2.
and for it construct (not in a unique manner) a function y = y(x, z) for which ty(x, ip(x, z)) = z (see [6] for a more precise statement). The authors call it a generalized implicit function theorem, but in fact it is a version of Lyusternik's theorem, in the spirit of covering. This theorem is a stronger form of Theorem 1.1, but, like the latter, it follows from Theorem 1.3 and 1.4. To call it an implicit function theorem is in our opinion not completely correct, since in contrast to Lyusternik's theorem, which guarantees (when applied to the equation ^(x, y) = z) the existence of some selection y -y{x, z), in an implicit function theorem the main emphasis is not on the existence of some selection y = ip(x, z) but on its uniqueness and the same degree of smoothness as that of the original ^. It is proper to stress that in spite of the fairly widespread opinion that Lyusternik's theorem and the implicit function theorem are equivalent, the fact is that these theorems do not entail one another.
To conclude our survey we dwell on the connection between the Lyusternik iterative process and the principle of contractive mappings. The classical Lyusternik theorem, when kerP'(x 0 ) is complemented, is proved by Newton's iterative method, based on the contractive mapping principle. Therefore, some authors have specially attempted to extend this device also to the case when kerP'(x 0 ) is not complemented; that is, when there is no subspace on which P'(x 0 ) is invertible, and consequently, Newton's method in its pure form is not applicable. For example, Milyutin (see [4] , [5] ) has proposed studying manyvalued contractive mappings. Here it turns out that for Theorems 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4, also the theorem of [6] , 2.3.1, and, apparently altogether for any versions of Lyusternik's theorem in the hypotheses of which there are certain covering and certain contracting operators, one can devise a corresponding principle for contractive many-valued mappings (and so obtain a corresponding abstract version of Newton's method), from which the proof then follows (Theorem 1.1 and [6] 2.3.1 have so been proved by the authors). However, it is remarkable that for Theorem 1.5 (and also for Theorems 1.2 and 1.6) it is impossible to devise a corresponding contractive mapping principle. The fact is that the sequence x n in the proof satisfies the estimate (1.1), but by no means the estimate
This is even more transparent in the example of Banach's theorem, which follows from any of Theorems 1.2, 1.5, or 1.6.) Thus, the Lyusternik iterative process does not lead to the contractive mapping principle. §2.
Typical applications
Now we cite some consequences of Theorems 1.3-1.6 that are useful in applications. We begin with Theorem 1.3. The significance of the explicit covering constant c in it is emphasized by the following theorem, which allows us to go from a 'local' to a 'global' c-covering.
Let X be a directly complete quasimetric space (in particular, a complete metric space), 2 a full system on it, and Y a normed space. (Px).
Then P directly covers with coefficient c on the whole o/2. PROOF. Let (x 0> p) G 2, y 0 = P(x 0 ), and j = # cp (y 0 )-We have to find an x G B p (x 0 ) for which P(x) -y. We join y 0 and y by an interval /, parametrized by (here j) = y cp ). A point y G / is said to be right covering if for some x G if p (x 0 )
•P(^) = # and cd(a:o, #) < II */ -yo ||.
It is clear from the condition that if y t G / is right covering, then either >> f = y or there is a further point 5 > that is also right covering and for the corres ponding x t and x s we have cd(x u x 8 ) < II yt y» IIStarting from ^0» which is obviously right covering, we obtain a sequence of right covering points and their inverse images, connected as in the estimate above. Thanks to this estimate and the fact that P is directly closed on B p (JC 0 ), on passing to the limit we again obtain a right covering point. From this and the principle of transfinite induction it follows that the whole interval /, in parti cular y, is right covering. This proves the theorem. REMARK 2.1. In essence the proof of Theorem 2.1 is close to the now popular principle proposed by Ekeland [20] , but it seems to us more suitable in applications connected with covering. In the simplest case, when there is a smooth function/: [0, 1 ] R with/(0) = 0, Ekeland's principle corresponds to the property: iff > 1 everywhere, then/(l) > 1; while Theorem 2.1 states: if /' > 1 everywhere then there is an x such that fix) = 1 (that is, fil) > 1).
The value of the concept of a full system is explained by the following fact, already mentioned in the Introduction. If we consider a certain neighbourhood U of a fixed point x 0 G X, then when P covers on 2(C/), we have a distance estimate not only on the basic levelP(x) = P(x 0 ), but also on all nearby levels P(x) = P(x 0 ) + 8y. This and Theorem 1.3 lead to the next theorem, which was proved and used in [8] in the study of higher orders.
Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then there exists an e > 0 and an L such that for any 8x E X and 8y GY with || 8x || < e, and || 8y \\ < e, there is an x EX for which P(x 0 + 8x +~x) = 8y and || x || < L || P(x 0 + 8x) -8y ||.
(If we restrict the discussion to considering distance estimates on the basic level only, then it is easy to show by means of Lyusternik's iterative process that the property of having this estimate, like covering, is preserved under small perturbations of the operator. We do not, however, consider theorems of this type especially, since so far we know of no cases when this property holds with out covering on some full system.)
As we have already remarked above, Theorem 1.3 allows us to obtain various uniform distance estimates (on a 'big' set, for dependence on a parameter, and such like). Theorem 2.3 below, in which we confine ourselves to considering the distance to the basic level, and also Theorem 2.4, are uniform analogues of the classical Lyusternik theorem.
Let 12 be a set in X. and, in particular, the point 0.
a -b
Then for some x we have
This proves the first part of the theorem, and the second is obvious. This theorem was applied in [12] to prove that the extension of the general problem of optimal control by introducing sliding regimes is well-posed, and a theorem similar to it in the paper by Milyutin [9] to pass from the abstract problem in which the Lyusternik condition does not hold to a problem in which it does, and in a paper by Osmolovskii to obtain quadratic conditions for a Pontryagin minimum in a problem of optimal control (announced in [8] , §S2).
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose thatM is an open set in X, thatP: X-+ Y is strongly differentiable at all points of a set £1 CM, and that there is an a > 0 such that for all x G £2 the derivative P'(x) is a-covering.
Then for every e > 0 there exists an open set UD £1 such that P is (a -e)-covering on 2(£/).
PROOF. Let 8 > 0. Take any x C £2. As was shown above (see the proof of Theorem 1.1), by Theorem 1.3, there is a neighbourhood V(x) of x such that P is (a -8)-covering on 2(F(x)). We put U= U V(x) and claim that P XG n satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 onX(U). For let x C U. Then there is anx 0 E £2 such that x G V(x 0 ) and a p(x) > 0 such that(x) C V(x 0 ). Since P is (a -e)-covering on 2(F(x 0 )), the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. This theorem shows that Pis (a -8)-covering on S(C/).
We write X(X,Y) for the Banach space of linear operators from X to Y. THEOREM 2.5. Let r be another topology compatible with the linear structure on X, but weaker than the original. Let
/>'(•): {X,x)-+X(X,Y) be a mapping defined on some T-neighbourhood of zero, continuous at zero, andletP'(0)X= Y. Then for some T-neighbourhood U T of zero and some a>0 the operator P is a-covering on 2((7 T ).
PROOF. It follows from the hypotheses of the theorem that for some a > 0 and U T the operator P satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4 (with 12 = U T ), and Theorem 2.5 follows from this.
COROLLARY. Suppose that the conditions of the theorem hold, that P(0) -0, and that J" = JP
_1 (0). Then there exists a T-neighbourhood U' T of zero such that for all R there is an L R with the property that for all x(EU' T nB R
This corollary has been used by Dmitruk to obtain quadratic conditions for a Pontryagin minimum in a problem of optimal control that is linear in the control (announced in [8] , §S3).
Papers have appeared recently (for example, [24] ) in which the operator does not satisfy P(x) = 0, but an inclusion relation P(x) G Q where Q is a closed convex set in Y. Suppose that P(x 0 ) = y 0 G Q and that in a neighbourhood of x 0 we are interested in an estimate of the distance from the set JV = P~\Q). This situation, which at first glance requires a further refinement of Lyusternik's theorem, actually falls entirely within the framework of Theorem 1.3. has the following fine approximation:
It is easy to see that in the presence of a fine approximation the mapping
is for any & > 0 e -contracting on the diagonal with respect to the second argument (on the corresponding full system). This follows from the equality
If also for some reason it happens that for all small 8x the mapping G{8x, x) covers uniformly in x, then <£ covers on the diagonal with respect to the first argument, and by Theorem 1.4, so does <fr (8x, 8x) , that is, g itself. In this connection one should stress the following idea. As is known from practice and is clear from Theorems 1.1 -1.4, Lyusternik's theorem allows us to determine from the covering property of one operator (the 'simpler') that of another (the 'more complicated'), that is, to widen the class of covering operators. Here the initial covering criteria are taken for granted. Up to now in applications one has always used as the original class that of linear operators, in which the covering criterion is very simple. In our opinion a further extension of the sphere of applications of Lyusternik's theorem is of great value. Indeed, we have to find classes of operators g whose approximations G would be a simpler class, and to find for it a simpler covering criterion. (For example, what are necessary and sufficient conditions for a-covering with respect to x and all small 8x for the operator (2.2)?)
We now come to a useful consequence of Theorem 1.6, which is due to Milyutin. Let X be a directly complete quasimatric space and Y a metric space. THEOREM 2.8. Let P n : X Y (n = 1, 2,. . .) be a sequence of operators that are directly covering on a common full system in X with a common coefficient a>0 and let P: X ->Y be an operator such that P n converges uniformly to P on B p (x) for all (x, p)G2 and P is directly closed on B p (x).
Then for every e G(0,a) the operator P is covering on 2 with coefficient a -e.
PROOF. We claim that for all e > 0 the operatorP satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6 with the numbers a -e /2 and e /2. Let (x 0 ,p)G2, y 0 =P(x 0 ), andd(y 0 , y) <(a -e/2)p. Chooser so thatd(P n (x),P(x)) < sp/2 for allx CB p (x 0 ), and letj>" =P n (x 0 ). Since d(y 0 , y n ) < ep/2,wehave y e &apO'M )• Since P n is a-covering, it follows that 3 x n ^B p (x 0 ) such that P n (x n )-y. But then d(P(x n ), y) < e p/2, as was to be shown. It remains to apply Theorem 1.6.
Next we indicate a method of constructing important examples of quasimetric spaces.
Let X be a normed space and M a subspace. Then each convex cone K C X generates onM the following quasimetric: forx 1}
The direct balls in this quasimetric have the form
B,{x)=B 9 {x)[\ Mf\ (x + K).
A number of concepts we need are connected with this quasimetric, but they are more conveniently formulated without resort to the notion of a quasimetric. G M such that x n + l -x n EK for all n has a limit x EM.
In a Banach space X the set of convex cones that are complete along them selves 1 is considerably wider than the set of closed convex cones. For example, any finite-dimensional convex cone is complete along itself.
We introduce the notation (It is easy to observe that these definitions also have quasimetric inter pretations: Definition 2.2 corresponds to /being Lipschitz onM with respect to the quasimetric q K ; Definition 2.3 to direct completeness of the quasimetric space (M, q K ); Definition 2.4 to g having a directly closed graph with respect to q K ; and Definition 2.5 to g being strongly differentiable with respect to q K .)
For any set M C X we denote by Z(M, K) the full system consisting of all pairs (JC, p) G M X (R + \ {0}) for which B p (x, K) C M. DEFINITION 
We say that g is a-covering on M with respect to K if for all (x, p) G X(M, K)
As Dubovitskii has remarked, in the theorems below we may restrict ourselves to this property instead of requiring K to be closed. 2 Here and everywhere, linearity of operators and functionals does not presuppose their continuity.
g{B p {x, K)) ZDB ap (g(x))
(that is, if g directly a-covers on X(M, K).) Further, we assume that K is convex and complete along itself. for some a > 0.
We say that an operator g: M Y is regular with respect to K at x 0 G int^M if its derivative g'(x 0 ): K-+ Y is regular on K.
The following lemma is a cone-generalization of Banach's open mapping theorem and has a direct relation to Definition 2.7.
LEMMA 2.1. Let Y be a Banach space, A: K-+ Y a operator that is linear and K-closed on K, and AK = Y. Then (2.3) holds.
The proof follows easily from Baire's category theorem and Theorem 1.6. The next two results are needed in Chapter II. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A: K -> Y and I: K -> R" be linear operators, A regular and K-closed on K, and I bounded on Bi(0, K). Then the operator A = (I,
A
THEOREM 2.10. Let g: MY be an operator that is K-closed on Mand strongly differentiable with respect to K at all points of some set SI C int^M, and suppose that there is an a>0 such that
g'(x)5j (0, K) D B a (0) for all xesi.
Then for any a' E (0, a) there is a set U CM such that 12 C int^-Uand g is a'-covering on U with respect to K.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4.
In this section we derive a theorem founded on Theorem 1.6, which can be regarded as an abstract scheme for obtaining a maximum principle in problems of optimal control in an arbitrary conical class of variations. In this scheme Lyusternik's theorem is applied in the first among the methods indicated in the Introduction (using the estimate for the distance from the set of zeros of an operator equation). Up to now in realizing this method for conical variations a) either it was required that the operator and all the functional of the problem were defined in a whole neighbourhood of the point x 0 in question, which led to laborious work on extending to a whole neighbourhood mappings defined a priori only on a cone (see, for example, the book [6] , Theorem §3.2 and its application in §4.2), b) or Lyusternik's theorem was applied not at x 0 , but at some sequence of points x n -+x 0 inside the cone (here one had to have a uniform estimate for the distance), which led to a higher requirement of smoothness of the operator equations [ 13] .
The scheme proposed here obviates the necessity of extending from a cone to a neighbourhood for the restricted problem and also of increasing the smoothness requirements.
Let X and Y be normed spaces, JC 0 a point of X, U a convex neighbourhood of x 0 , K a convex cone in X containing zero that is complete along itself and such that K -K = X. Let f t {i = 0, . . .', m) be functionals on the set M = U n (x 0 + K) that are Lipschitz on it along K. It is easy to show that in this case the upper directional derivatives It will be shown in § 3 that each $ that is sublinear on K and Lipschitz on K along K can be extended to some sublinear $ on X. A support of$ is any linear functional /: X -> R for which (/, 3c) < <£(3c) on X.
Suppose that we also have an operator g: M -> Y satisfying Definitions 2.4 and 2.5, regular with respect to K at x 0 , withg(x 0 ) = 0.
We consider the following extremal problem:
Without loss of generality we may assume that /)-(JC 0 ) = 0 for all / = 0, . . ., m. REMARK 3.1. At first glance it seems unnatural that in the proposed scheme the point x 0 appears before the extremal problem is posed and even before the domains of definition of the functionals and operator are given. However, this situation is totally compatible with the statement of the adjoint problem in optimal control, where one first takes some trajectory of the original problem, then a cone of variation, and only after this does one poses the adjoint problem in which one investigates for a minimum not an arbitrary trajectory, but only the given one. Thus, Theorem 3.1 is geared precisely for application to the adjoint problem.
We preface the proof by two lemmas. 
., m) be functionals that are sublinear on K and bounded above on B 2 (0, K)\let A: K Y be an operator that is linear and K-closed on K and satisfies (2.3) for a > 0. Suppose that there is no x CK for which

., <p m (x)).
It follows from the convexity of the and K that the set Im IT is convex. We claim that it does not intersect a certain neighbourhood of the point (co, 0), where co = (-l,. . ., 1)G R m + 1 . Suppose that y t {B x (0,K)) <L for alii and that 5 G (0, 1/2) is such that 8L/a < 1/4. Then It follows from this last inequality that 2a z -> 0, and then (3.3) follows from the first. This proves the lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. Let E be a vector space and \p: E R a sublinear functional that is non-negative on a convex cone Q CE. Then there is an IE d\p that is also non-negative on Q.
{Here d\Jj C E' is the set of linear functionals on E that support \p.) PROOF. Noting that the lemma is obviously true in the finite-dimensional case, we take an arbitrary finite-dimensional subspace H CE and consider the functional \p H (the restriction of xp to H), which is non-negative on Q HH. Then there is an l H Ed\}/ H such that l H > 0 on Q n H. By the Hahn-Banach theorem l H can be extended to an /€ d\p. Since by Tikhonov's theorem the set bxp CE' is compact in the ^-topology (the one generated by the functionals in E) and the set of all / E 9\// that are non-negative on Q C\ His non-empty and closed, the lemma is proved.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. We put A =£'(x 0 ).The case AK Y is trivial. Now let AB X (0, K) D B a (0) for a > 0. We claim that there is no 3c E K for which fiB (
x o> x) < 0 for all i and Ax = 0. For otherwise we consider the ray x 0 + &x, e > 0. Since g(x 0 + ex) = o(s) on it, as e -> 0+, by Theorem 2.9 (b), there is an x(s) E K for which g {x 0 + zx + x (e)) = 0 and \\x (e) || = o (e).
From f iB (x 0 ,x)< -6 <0 we obtain^{XQ + zx) < -80/2 for small 8, and since f t is Lipschitz along K, we have f t (x 0 -f ex + i(e)) <;-80/4, which contradicts the presence of a local minimum at x.
Thus, the functionals ^(*) = (x 0 , •) and the operator^ satisfy the hypo theses of Lemma 3.1 from which we obtain (3.3) , that is, the first conclusion of the theorem.
Next, let be sublinear extensions of the to X. We put \}j -Sa,-^,-. It is clear from (3. 3) that \p satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 with E = X and Q = ix E K: Ax = 0 }. By Lemma 3.2, there is an / E 9i//, / > 0 on Q. Since \}j is bounded above on B x (0, K), so is /; therefore, applying Lemma 3.1 to / we find a yf E Y* for which (/, x) + Of, Ax) >0 onK. From this and the standard formula d\p = Zo^ bf> t we obtain the second conclusion of the theorem. 
CHAPTER II COVERING WITH RESPECT TO A CONE FOR LIPSCHITZ OPERATORS
In this chapter we generalize the adjoint form of the Lyusternik condition as a sufficient criterion for covering to the case of a Lipschitz operator that maps a convex cone in a normed space into another normed space. In recent years problems on extrema in which the operators and functionals are Lipschitz have become very popular. For them several versions of Lagrange's multiplier rule have been proved corresponding to the Clarke approximations or to approxi mations similar to them in spirit. We cite some such results and by their example give an idea of the traditional methods of proof. However, in contrast to the smooth case, so far the connection between the multiplier rule for the Clarke approximations and the covering criterion for Lipschitz operators has not been clarified. Nevertheless, it exists and is of undoubted interest in extremal theory. Therefore, in §6 we give yet another proof of the Lagrange multiplier rule, which allows us to trace this connection. Here we do not restrict ourselves to the proof of old results, but we go further, extending the Lagrange multiplier rule to the case when the functionals and the operator specifying the extremal problem are defined only on a convex cone and the point to be investigated for an extremum is its vertex, a case that must not be ignored in contemporary extremal theory.
The key concept by means of which we state the generalized Lyusternik condition is the Clarke derivative. However, we have to generalize this concept considerably ( §4). The fact is that in its original version it is not suitable for deriving covering criteria with respect to a convex cone, nor even for the abovementioned generalization of Lagrange's multiplier rule.
In conclusion we present a discussion of the results which, in our view, is necessary, because the multiplier rule for the Clarke approximations and the classical rule (which by its style of proof is related to Theorem 3.1) provide noncomparable information when the Clarke derivative does not agree with the usual derivative. 8°. Let/j: 0 R and/ 2 : 0 R be two locally Lipschitz functionals. Then
(/1 + /2V (X, X)^FL(X,~X) + F' 2 (X, X) (XTO, X£X).
Each of these properties is elementary to check. Next, we generalize the concept of the Clarke derivative to the case of a functional given on an arbitrary convex set. of M -M. Clearly, the cone spanned by M ~M, which we denote_by con(Af ~M), coincide with X M . It is also easy to verify that for any x E M and 3c E X M the set of sequences {x r , s} such that x' x as s+Q,x'EM, x'+ ex EM is not empty. Next, let/: M R be a functional. For arbitrary 3c EM and JC E X M we put
x'-*x,e-*+0
The functional/*(x, *) (x EM) maps X M into the extended real line R = R U I-00, + 00} 5 is obviously positive-homogeneous, and has the property
We call/'(x, 3c) the generalized Since we do not assume X to be complete we lose no generality in assuming that X -X^. In what follows it is important that the set of supports of the Clarke derivative at each point is (weakly) compact and is an upper semicontinuous function of the point. The traditional definition takes these requirements well into account.
Under minimal assumptions on/: M R the functional f'(x, •) turns out to be convex. Here the condition X + EX X G M for all (#, e) 6 e)} need not be satisfied (if it is, the required inequality is easily established). We claim that nevertheless there is a new sequence for which this condition is satisfied.
Since X M -con(M-M), we can find \ x > 0, X 2 > 0 and
. For each term of the sequence {(X, E)} we denote by H(x) the affine hull of the five vectors x, x x ,x\,x 2 , and x 2 . Then the set M x =M n H(x) has a non-empty interior re int M x in H(x). Since for all (X, E) £ {(X, »)} the interval [X, X + sx] lies inM^ and the restriction of f toM x is continuous, we may replace the sequence {(X, E)} by another sequence {(X F , E')}, for which each interval [X', X' -f e'z] lies in re intM x and where X' -+X0,G ->0+, and PROOF. For if x, x G K and 8 > 0, then since / is sublinear on K, we have
from which it follows that / *(0,
That / *(0,3c) is sublinear, finite, and Lipschitz onX K along K with constant L has been established in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2.
Next, let /: X K -> R be another sublinear extension of /. Just as above, we claim that / *(0,3c) = /(3c) for all 3c €E X K . Then from the conditions K C X K and/^ =/it follows that/*(0, -)>f'(0, •), and hence, that /(*) =^/*(0> *) onZ^. This proves the proposition. Later we shall consider/*(•*> 5c) only when/is given on a convex cone, and then we call/*(x, 3c) simply the Clarke derivative, omitting the word 'generalized'. §5. Theorems on covering 1 Let X and Y be normed spaces,
along A" with constant Z,. Let X' be the algebraic dual of X; we denote its elements by x*.
For an arbitrary x*EX' we define the covering constant with respect to We define a constant that is most important in what follows, with whose aid we shall formulate covering criteria for g with respect to K 0 . We put The proof of this theorem is based on two lemmas each of which is preceded by an auxiliary proposition. The first is technical and allows us to reduce the question whether g covers with respect to a cone to the finite-dimensional case. The second establishes the corresponding criterion for covering with respect to a finite-dimensional solid cone and plays a fundamental role in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We now present the propositions and lemmas.
Let /: U K -> R be a functional satisfying the Lipschitz condition along K with constant L. We put /*(")= sup which is similar to the property 3° of §4 for the usual Clarke derivative. Next, let S£ be the set of all finite-dimensional subspaces H C X, directed by C, and let T = 3£ X (0, p 0 ) be the set of pairs r = (H, p) directed as follows: Since x* -> x* in the X-topology and p(x*, K o )>0, it is easy to show that 
j Q(x) \i(dx) = i.
Since h is Lipschitz on V p , it is ju-almost everywhere differentiable on V p .
Let 0 < 5 < p. We put
where n = dim X. The operator h 8 (x) is an average of h. Obviously, h 8 (x) is defined and continuously differentiable at every point x such that B 6 (x) C V p . We denote the set of such points by V p . The derivative of h 6: vf } -> $ at any point x E int V p is calculated by the formula
and is an operator defined on 3f. Let y* 6 §)*,and x £ 36. Then <*/*, Aa(*)*>-=^r j 6 (^^) <*/*, h' (x')x) \i (dx')^sup <*/*, fc' (*')*>, where the supremum is taken over all x' E F p at which the derivative h'(x') has a meaning. Further, since the directional derivative of a functional does not exceed its Clarke derivative,
sup (y*, h' (x) x)^(y*h)p (x).
x'
Thus,
Hence, under the hypothesis of the lemma it follows that for any y* Gf)*,
Then, according to Proposition 5.2, for any x E int V p and any a' E (0, a) the operator /z'(x) a'-covers with respect to £2. (We recall that every finitedimensional cone is complete along itself.) By Theorem 2.10, the operator h 8 a '-covers with respect to £2 on int V p . Since h s tends to h as 5 -> 0, uniformly on every compact set in int V p , we obtain the lemma on using Theorem 2. g(xx 4-x) . From B p (x x , K 0 ) C B p (0, K) and property 5° of the generalized Clarke derivative it follows that for all y* E Y* and all 3c E K 0 (y*gn)p t (0, 3)<(y*g)p (^i, a;), therefore
Then, by Lemma 5.2,
and g H (0) = g(x!), so that This proves the theorem. Next we state and prove a covering theorem on a cone for a non-smooth operator with infinite-dimensional image that is adapted for immediate use in optimal control. The basis of its proof is Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.2.
We make the following assumptions. As before, let X and Y be normed spaces, Y being finite-dimensional. Let K be a convex cone in X that is com plete along itself and such that K -K = X. Let U K = B Po (0, K) (p 0 > 0) and let g: U K Y be Lipschitz along K with constant L. Suppose that there is also, besides g, an operator P: U K -+Z into a normed space Z. We assume that P is strongly differentiable at zero with respect to K and closed along K on U K (see Definitions 2.4 and 2.5). As we remarked in §3, the derivative P'(0): K -> Z is then also closed along AT.
We put W = Y X Z and to be definite, we assign as norm on W the sum of the norms of the components. We define an operator G: U K W by G(x) = (g(x), P(x)). Below we shall give a sufficient condition for G to cover with respect to K on B p (0, K) for some p > 0. We mention that in optimal control P is the operator of a differential connection in the local equations and g is the operator of terminal constraints.
We put 
We claim that it a-covers for some a: > 0. Since P'(0) a-covers on K, P'(0) is regular on K and by Lemma 2.2, A is also regular on K; that is, either it a"-covers with 'a > 0 or AK ^RX Z. If the latter, then there is a non-zero pair (X, z*)G R X -Z* such that (kx* + z*P' (0), K) > 0, but, as is easy to see, this contradicts the fact that a(g, P, K)>0. Thus, A a-covers for some ai > 0.
Next we show that a(g, K Q )>a. Suppose the contrary: a(g, K 0 ) <a <a. Then there are ay* G Y*, \\y* \\ = 1, and anx* G 3(y*g)*(0, •) such that p(x*, K 0 ) <a'. We consider the operator
and put eM = A (B x (0 t K)) Here, obviously, at least one of the equalities
holds, say, the second. Since A covers, is then a convex set with non-empty interior and does not intersect the half-plane
Thus, there are a X G R and a z* G Z * such that max {|X |, ||«* ||} = 1 and inf<(X, z*), oM) > sup <(X, z*), n>.
Since sup <(X, z*), II>< + °°, it follows that X> 0, and then sup <(X, z*), n) = -X^'. Consequently,
But in that case p(kr* + z*P'(0), K) < Aa' < a'.
We put Xx* = x* and Xj>* = y*. Then This is a contradiction. Therefore, K 0 ) > a > 0. Hence, in particular, A" 0 is not empty.
Next we take an arbitrary a E (0, a) and choose p x E (0, p 0 ) so that g ^-covers with respect to K 0 on2? p (0, .ST) (here we use Theorem 5.1). Under the hypothesis of the theorem, g is Lipschitz on B p (0, K) along K with constant L. We claim that
We put y = g(x), z = P'(0)x, r = cp, and let (p, z) E H> be such that Hy-ylKr', ||z-z||<r", r'+r" = r.
We claim that there is an 3c E K for which || 3c || < p and G x (x + x) = (y, z). For since ^'(0) a-covers, there is an 3c 2 E K such that || x x || < r"la and P'(0)(x + 3c!) = z. Since g is Lipschitz along K, we have g(x +x 1 )=y 1> where 11^IK HI || <Ur"/a). Hence def llft-ylKLfr'AO + r'-Ti, and since 77 < p, the ball of radius 17 with centre at x is contained in B p (0, ^); and since g a-covers on Z? p (0, .ST) with respect to K 0 , there is an 3c 2 E K 0 such that || 3c 2 || < ri/a, g(x + x t +x 2 )=y andP'(0)3c 2 = 0; that is, P'(0) (x + 3c x + x 2 ) = z. Since || 3c x + x 2 II <L(r"/a 2 ) + r/a < p, the required 3c = 3cx + 3c 2 a = a(g, P, K) , and L 0 is the limit (over neighbourhoods of zero in K) of the Lipschitz constant along K of g.
The next lemma will be needed in §6. We make the same assumptions on K, g: U K Y, andP: U K -+Z as before. LEMMA 5.3. Let a(g, P, K) < 0 and let P be regular with respect to K at zero. 
PROOF. Since for any
either p(x *, A") is non-negative or equal to -oo, the case a(g, P, iT) = -°° is trivial. Further, the case P'(0) K = Z is also trivial. Therefore, we assume that a(g, P, K) = 0 and that for some a > 0 It follows from p(x* + z* P'(0), K) = 0 that x* + z*P'(0) supports either K ox-K, therefore, by changing x*, y*, z* to -x*, ~y*, -z*, if necessary, we deduce the lemma.
We remark that the sufficient condition for covering that we consider in this section is very crude. For example assertion, the following is simple to prove. Thus, in the case dim X = dim Y < 00 any operator g that covers on some neighbourhood of zero, but on no smaller neighbourhood, cannot be a homeomorphism so that its constant a(g, K) is zero.
INVERSE FUNCTION THEOREM
We illustrate this situation for the case X = Y = R 2 , regarding R Thus, even in the finite-dimensional case our sufficient condition for covering is very far from necessary, because it omits many cases of good (not exotic) covering. This is its essential difference from the Lyusternik condition, which is necessary and sufficient for covering in the class of smooth operators.
§6. Lagrange multipliers
We mentioned earlier that a criterion for covering is easily turned into a necessary condition for an extremum. We now illustrate this situation, using the covering theorems of §5 to obtain the Lagrange multiplier rules for pro blems with Lipschitz functionals.
First we describe a class of problems that can be discussed by Theorem 5. This proves the theorem. Now we describe a class of problems that can be discussed by Theorem 5.2. Let X, K, f b gj, and U K be as above. We assume additionally that the cone K is complete along itself (and that OGK). Let Z be a normed space and P: K Z an operator that is closed along K on U K , strongly differentiable with respect to K at zero, and regular with respect to K at zero. We consider problem B:
/o(z)^min, fi{x) < 0 (i = 1, . . .» m), g{x) = 0, P(x) = 0, x £ K.
This statement of the problem is characteristic of optimal control in the case of conical variation. The 7-necessity at zero with 7 = || *|| in this problem means that for no O 0 is there a sequence x n -> 0 such that WM < -C II x n || (i = 0, . . ., m), g(z n ) = 0, P(x n ) = 0, x n eK (Vrc). This way of proving the multiplier rules is not traditional in this direction of extremal theory. We mention, firstly, that in Theorem 6.2 the dimension of Z is not assumed to be finite (this is assumed in all other works on generalizing the Lagrange multipliers to Lipschitz functionals and operators), and, secondly, that the operator P: K-*Zw.
this theorem is not at all assumed to be Lipschitz. If we assume that P is deficient and waive these two properties (that is, return from problem B to problem A with K = K 0 and require further that K is complete along itself), then we can obtain the multiplier rule without using a covering theorem, in the traditional spirit, that is, using the fine function and Ekeland's principle [20] . To give an idea of this method we give another proof of Theorem 6.1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. We put / m n S(r 0f .... r mf t» ... t n )=y S o (r|) a + SS5-Clearly, f is a non-negative sublinear functional on R m + " +1 . It is continuously differentiable wherever it is positive, and its gradient is a unit vector whose first m + 1 components are non-negative.
For e > 0 we consider the functional (6.2) f(x)^mm, x = g (y), x 6 R", yCR", def (6.3) q)(y) = /(g(j,))-^min, y 6 R", where g(0) = 0 and a(g, R") > 0 at zero. As is known, in this case g effects a mutually Lipschitz homeomorphism of a neighbourhood of zero in R. Thus, the problems (6.2) and (6.3) are equivalent up to a non-degenerate change of variable. Nevertheless, they are not equivalent, in general, in relation to the existence or non-existence of Lagrange multipliers. An example can be constructed where there are Lagrange multipliers for (6.3), but not for (6.2).
Thus, the presence of Lagrange multipliers is not invariant under a nondegenerate change of variable. This is a serious defect of the generalization of the Lagrange multiplier rule to the Clarke derivative. (Here it is pertinent to emphasize that the Lagrange multipliers are a product of an approximation to a system, but not of the system itself, as has already been mentioned in [8] , so that the reason for the lack of invariance is connected not with the class of Lipschitz maps, but with the Clarke derivative.) Invariance under a nondegenerate change of variable plays an important role in extremal theory, because it allows us to obtain conditions for an extremum not only for individual problems, but for classes of problems by means of choosing a canonical problem in each class to which all the others can be reduced by a non-degenerate change of variable. This, for example, is the situation in the theory of optimal control [ 10], [11] .
